Abstract. In traditional multi-level graph drawing-known as Sugiyama's framework-the number of crossings is considered one of the most important goals. Herein, we propose the alternative concept of optimizing the verticality of the drawn edges. We formally specify the problem, discuss its relative merits, and show that drawings that are good w.r.t. verticality in fact also have a low number of crossings. We present heuristic and exact approaches to tackle the verticality problem and study them in practice. Furthermore, we present a new drawing scheme (inherently bundling edges and drawing them monotonously), especially suitable for verticality optimization. It works without the traditional subdivision of edges, i.e., edges may span multiple levels, and therefore potentially allows to tackle larger graphs.
Introduction
One of the most common drawing paradigms for hierarchical graphs, known as Sugiyama's framework [23] , is based on the following idea: First, we place the nodes of a graph on different levels, effectively fixing their y-coordinates. Edges spanning multiple levels are subdivided into chains of (sub)edges such that each (sub)edge only spans one level, resulting in a proper level graph. The second step is to fix an ordering of the nodes on their levels such that a certain optimization goal (usually the number of crossings) is minimized. As a third step, the nodes are assigned x-coordinates, consistent with the ordering, such that, e.g., the number of bends is minimized or the edges' verticality is maximized. (Sub)edges are thereby always drawn as straight lines.
In this paper we discuss a somehow inverse approach to the problem of finding a good node order on the levels, focusing on third step's optimization goal. We observe that when thinking about a drawing where the edges are drawn mostly vertical, we will usually also have a low number of crossings. Furthermore, edges tend to cross only on a very local scale (i.e., edges will usually not cross over a large horizontal distance), increasing the drawing's readability [21] . Hence, perhaps the combination of maximum verticality and low crossing number leads to (qualitatively) better drawings than the traditional minimum crossing number in conjunction with high verticality.
The assumption that high verticality leads to few crossings and good drawings is also supported by the following observation: The barycenter heuristic is one of the earliest, and still probably the most common heuristic to quickly solve the layered crossing minimization problem in practice, especially for large-scale graphs. Yet, the heuristic does actually not actively try to minimize crossings, but iteratively decides on positions p of vertices on layer i, such that p lies at (or close to) the barycenter of the positions of its adjacent nodes on level i − 1. So, the heuristic is in fact mainly trying to optimize our verticality problem! Its crossing minimization properties arise only in the wake of this optimization goal.
As we will briefly discuss below, our problem is a special form of an ordering problem, which also arises in areas unrelated to graph drawing. As such, we call the problem Multi-level Vertical Ordering (MLVO). When specifically talking about the graph drawing application, i.e., finding orderings of the nodes on their levels such that the edges are drawn as vertical as possible (see a precise definition below) we use the term Multi-level Verticality Optimization, which, nicely enough, gives rise to the same abbreviation.
As we will see, MLVO is a natural quadratic ordering problem (QOP). Of course MLVO is NP-hard (see Appendix A.1) and closely related to the traditional problem of multi-level crossing minimization (MLCM), where one seeks node orders such that the number of crossings in multi-level drawings is minimized. MLCM has received a lot of attention not only within the graph drawing community, but in combinatorial optimization in general; see, e.g., [2, 5] for overviews on strong heuristics and exact algorithms to tackle the problem. MLVO is also related to the problem of multi-level planarization (MLP) [19, 10] , i.e., find node orders which minimize the number of edges that have to be removed in order to obtain a planar (sub)drawing. This problem has been proposed as a possible substitute for MLCM, suggesting that it can result in more aesthetically pleasing drawings.
Focus and Contribution
The focus of this paper is to present the concept and specification of MLVO in its native graph drawing setting, discuss its relative merits and challenges, show its solvability via various algorithmic strategies, and give an overview on possible further extensions. Therefore, it is beyond the scope of this paper to give in-depth details of inner working of the rather complex exact algorithms to tackle the problem. For such a discussion see [4] , where we consider ILP-, QP-, and SDP-based algorithms to tackle the base problem of MLVO. Although graph drawing is the main (and most developed) application area, MLVO can also be interesting in other, very diverse, application fields like scheduling and multiple ranking. Herein, we focus on the graph drawing issue, and refer to [4] for short descriptions of the latter.
In the next section, we will formally discuss the concept of verticality, its application to proper level graphs, and propose the MLVO problem as an alternative to the steps 2&3 in the traditional Sugiyama framework. Thereafter (Section 3), we propose a different new drawing style based on the verticality concept; it does not require to subdivide the edges after layering the graph in Sugiyama's first step. It seems that this is the first approach allowing the direct use of non-proper level graphs within the Sugiyama framework.
In Section 4 we show how to adopt commonly known MLCM paradigms in order to obtain simple heuristics to solve MLVO in practice and for large graphs. We conclude this section with presenting a sophisticated exact approach based on semi-definite programming (SDP), which dominates any exact approaches based on integer linear programs (ILPs) or quadratic programming (QP)-we refer the reader to the more mathematically oriented companion paper [4] for details on this approach
1 . Herein, we are mainly interested in the SDP's application to the graph drawing scenario. Additionally, the SDP approach can also be used as an exact quadratic compactor for Sugiyama's third stage, i.e., after minimizing crossings.
In Section 5 we present experiments based on all these algorithms and compare the approach to the traditional MLCM concept. We conclude this paper with discussing several extensions to MLVO that can be interesting in practice.
Verticality and Proper Drawings
In the remainder of this paper, we will always consider the following input: Let G = (V, E) with V =˙ p i=1 V i be a level graph, where we draw the nodes V i on the i-th level. The function : V → {1, . . . , p} gives the level on which a node resides. The edges are directed, i.e., (v, u) ∈ E induces (v) < (u); v and u are the source and target node, respectively. Furthermore, let
for all 1 ≤ i < p, be the corresponding proper level graph. Thereby, the original edges E are subdivided into segments such that each edge in E connects nodes of adjacent levels. Clearly, we have V i ⊆ V i for all levels i. The additional nodes created by this operation are called long-edge dummy nodes, or LEDs for short.
MLCM and MLP are always applied to proper level graphs, as only the introduction of LEDs allows to concisely describe their feasible solutions and objective values. Optimizing these problems means solving p − 1 dependent, sequentially linked bilevel QOPs (one for each pair of adjacent levels). We will see that MLVO cannot only be applied in such a setting (resulting in proper drawings), but also directly to non-proper graphs (resulting in non-proper drawings): this gives rise to "true" multi-level QOPs as all levels can directly interact with each other.
Verticality
We define the colloquial term verticality via its inverse, non-verticality: The non-verticality d(e) of a straight-line edge e is the square of the difference in the horizontal coordinates of its end nodes. Then, d(E) := e∈E d(e) denotes the overall non-verticality of a solution. Using only this notion, we could arbitrarily optimize a drawing by scaling the horizontal coordinates. Hence we consider grid drawings, i.e., the nodes' positions are mapped to integral coordinates, thereby relating verticality to the drawing's width. Clearly, we only consider adjacent integrals for the y-coordinates. It remains to argue why non-verticality has to be a quadratic term: assume we would only consider a linear function, then even a small example as the one depicted in Fig. 1(a) would result in multiple solutions that are equivalent w.r.t. their objective values, even though the bottom one is clearly preferable from the readability point of view. Intuitively, we prefer multiple slightly non-vertical edges, over few but very non-vertical edges. In fact, this argument brings our model in line with the argument of observing crossings only on a local scale.
Proper Drawing Scheme
We can consider two distinct alignment schemes, due to the fact that the node partitions V i have different cardinalities. Let ω := max 1≤i≤p |V i | denote the width of the widest level. In the narrow alignment schemes, we require the nodes on the levels to lie on directly adjacent x-coordinates ( Fig. 1(b) ). Then, we would usually like to center the distinct levels w.r.t. each other, i.e, a level i may only use the x-coordinates {δ i , . . . , δ i +|V i |−1}, with the level's width offset δ i := (ω − |V i |)/2 . The benefit of this alignment scheme is that a simple linear order of the nodes per layer already fully describes the solution. Yet, note that in most cases such an alignment scheme will not result in aesthetically pleasing drawings.
In the wide alignment scheme ( Fig. 1(c) ), nodes are not restricted to lie on horizontally neighboring grid coordinates. In order to model this, we only need to expand the graph by adding positional dummy nodes (PDs) to each level such that all levels have ω many nodes. All PDs have degree 0. In the following, we will simply consider any (proper) level graph G (G , respectively), which may or may not be augmented with PDs. In graph drawing practice, we will usually only use this wide alignment scheme.
Monotonous drawings. Considering drawings optimal w.r.t. MLVO, we may want to force an additional monotonicity property. Within the Sugiyama framework, each edge is drawn using only strongly monotonously increasing y-coordinates. It would be nice to have a similar property along the x-axis over all edge segments corresponding to an original edge. We say a drawing is monotonous, if all original edges are weakly monotonous along the x-axis. More formally, let e = (u, v) ∈ E be any edge in the (non-proper) level graph G, e 1 = (u = u 0 , u 1 ), e 2 = (u 1 , u 2 ), ..., e k = (u k−1 , u k = v) the corresponding chain of edges in G , and x : V → N the mapping of nodes to x-coordinates in the final drawing. Then a drawing is monotonous, if
Even though this might be counterintuitive at first, an optimal MLVO solution does not induce this property. We may, however, explicitly ask for this property to hold, giving rise to the monotonous MLVO problem.
Non-Proper Drawing Scheme
When looking at typical Sugiyama-style drawings, we often observe that LEDseven though they are never explicitly drawn-are given too much space: Objectively, it is unreasonable for LEDs to require as much horizontal space as a real node. Therefore, current drawing algorithms try hard to "bundle" multiple long edges into one dense channel (whose width is constant, disregarding the number of its elements), to improve overall readability of large, dense graphs; see, e.g., [20] . Yet, such methods usually still use LEDs.
Herein, we show that a drawing scheme can be devised which makes LEDs completely unnecessary, cf. Figs. 1(d) and 2. We will, however, retain PDs as described above to allow a wide alignment scheme on our grid. A particularly interesting side effect of working without LEDs is that the considered graph stays smaller. Thus, this method allows more involved, time-consuming methods (as, e.g., our exact SDP-approach) to be applicable to larger original graphs. Consider a non-proper level graph G for which we have computed a solution to (non-proper) MLVO, i.e., we have an ordering of the nodes on their layers and non-verticality of an edge is measured simply as the square of the horizontal coordinate difference of its end nodes. We now describe how to generate a drawing realizing such an order and verticality.
Hypothetical and shifted routing
The y-and x-coordinates of the nodes are fixed by the layering ( ) and node order per layer, respectively. As a general idea-called the hypothetical routingwe want to draw each edge vertically up to the level directly below the target node. Only there, the edge bends to be drawn as a line with the computed non-verticality.
Clearly, there are problems with this simple concept: Firstly, routing edges strictly vertical may require to draw them through other nodes. Secondly, vertical segments of multiple edges would coincide. To avoid these issues, we have to relax the hypothetical routing such that we route an edge e = (u, v) vertically "close to" the x-coordinate of the source node (i.e., shifted by some small s(e)). More formally, the edge starts at the coordinate (x(u), (u)), has a first bend point at (x(u) ± s(e), (u) + 1) shifting the edge either to the left or to the right (depending on the edge's overall direction), and is routed vertically until the point (x(u) ± s(e), (v) − 1) where it bends to go straight to the end point (x(v), (v)). For short edges or s(e) = 0, some bend points may vanish in the obvious way. When s(e) is assumed small enough, the overall non-verticality of this routing is roughly equivalent to the verticality achieved by the hypothetical routing. Observe that vertical edges (i.e., x(u) = x(v)) are somehow special as it is not per se clear, whether s(e) should be added or subtracted; we will discuss this uncertainty later. Our overall goal is that the crossings induced by this shifted routing satisfy the following properties:
(P1) adjacent edges do not cross, all other edge pairs cross at most once; (P2) a vertical edge e 1 may only cross another edge e 2 (but is not required to!) when exactly one end node of e 2 is vertically between the end nodes of e 1 ; and (P3) two non-vertical edges cross exactly if their hypothetical routings cross.
In order to achieve these properties, the shift values s(e) for the edges have to be chosen carefully.
Monotonous drawings. Clearly, the hypothetical drawing is monotonous in the xand y-coordinates, as well as strictly monotonous (i.e., in their general direction). Due to our shifting, this property (necessarily) gets slightly violated for edges drawn strictly vertical in the hypothetical routing. We may say a drawing is β-monotonous for some β, if edges with identical source and target x-coordinates deviate from this coordinate by at most β at any point, and all other edges are drawn monotonously.
Computing Shifts
Let V − ⊆ V denote the original vertices (in contrast to possible PDs). Larger y (x) coordinates are higher (more right, respectively) in the drawing. We iteratively consider all nodes v ∈ V − , in decreasing order of their y-coordinate. For all edges e ∈ E v := {(v, u) ∈ E : (u) > (v)} that have v as their source node, we will compute an integer label σ(e). After labeling all edges of the graph, these labels will be transformed into actual shift values (see below; for now it is sufficient to think about a formula of the type s(e) = ε · σ(e) for some small ε > 0).
To these ends, we further subpartition
v depending on whether the target node u e of an edge is left (x(u e ) < x(v)), directly above (x(u e ) = x(v)), or right (x(u e ) > x(v)) of v, respectively. For all nodes w ∈ V we store the smallest free label σ l (w), σ r (w) to its left and right side, respectively. Initially, these labels are 1 for w ∈ V − and 0 otherwise. Now, let V e := {w ∈ V − : is analogous) by increasing layer of the target nodes, and iteratively (using the sorted order of the edges) assign integral labels. To label an edge e, set σ(e) := σ l max (e) and afterwards σ l (w) := σ(e)+1 for all w ∈ V e . Now consider the set E < v (E > v is analogous) and sort it by decreasing (u e ), where u e is the edge's target node; edges within the same equivalence class w.r.t. this measure are sorted by increasing |x(u e ) − x(v)|. We can draw all edges that span only one level as straight lines and remove them from E < v for the following discussion. Iterating over the edges e in sorted E < v , we again set σ(e) := σ l max (e) and afterwards σ l (w) := σ(e) + 1 for all w ∈ V e . Observe that subsequent edges in sorted E < v are always labeled 1 larger than their direct predecessor. In this scheme it may happen that the first edges of sorted E < v and E > v are labeled 0. If this is the case, we increase all labels of the set where the first edge has the lower target node (breaking ties arbitrarily) by 1, to avoid co-linear lines due to not shifting two edges.
Let 0 < α < β < 0.5 be prespecified parameters describing the distance of minimum and maximum shift. Let σ * be the largest overall label, then δ := (β − α)/(σ * − 1) denotes the shift difference between two neighboring edges. For any vertex v ∈ V − we compute the actual shift value for each emanating edge: If there is an edge e 0 in E v with label 0, we set s(e 0 ) = 0. If e 0 exists and e 0 ∈ E = v , let α := 0; otherwise α := α. For any other edge e ∈ E v , we then set s(e) := (σ(e) − 1) · δ + α .
Analysis of the drawing algorithm
By a careful case distinction over the above described algorithm we obtain: Lemma 1. The drawing obtained by the above non-proper drawing algorithm satisfies the properties (P1)-(P3).
Hence, the pure orderings of the nodes per layer already induce the required number of crossings, up to crossings due to vertical edges. These are decided by the respective l,r-partitions of the vertical edges, i.e., the partitions of
Lemma 2. Fixing all l,r-partitions, the above drawing algorithm requires the minimum possible number of crossings. Yet, even when given the node orders per level, obtaining l,r-partitions that lead to the overall minimum number of crossings is NP-hard.
Proof. The first part follows from the algorithmic description. The NP-hardness follows from the fact that already a single column of vertically arranged vertices constitutes the NP-hard fixed linear crossing number problem [17] .
In practice, the partition problem is usually not critical: the number of crossings between pairs of vertical edges is usually dominated by the crossings involving non-vertical edges. In fact, in our implementation we settle on a very simple, yet seemingly sufficient, heuristic: during the algorithm, we greedily pick the side where the edge attains the smaller label; we break ties by classifying edges whose source node v is on the left (right) half of the drawing as E =,l v (E =,r v , resp.). This tie breaking is reasonable since, considering a node v on the left side of the drawing, it will usually have more adjacent nodes to its right than to its left side, and hence the decision usually leads to fewer crossings.
Based on the fact that all sorting is done on integral values, we can conclude: 4 Solving MLVO
Barycenter and Median
We already noted in the introduction that traditional MLCM heuristics in fact often optimize the drawings' verticality (in a narrow alignment scheme setting).
In particular, we can use the traditional approach of computing the barycenter or median for the nodes, by only looking at fixed positions of the nodes one level below/above (in case of proper drawings), or on any level below/above (in case of non-proper drawings), and sort them accordingly. Iterating this procedure for all layers both in the upward and downward direction (i.e., alternatingly consider the levels below or above) until no more improvement is possible minimizes the number of crossings only indirectly, but the edges' verticality directly. When considering the wide alignment scheme, we observe that we cannot compute reasonable values for PDs as they have no incident edges. Therefore, we first only compute the barycenter/median for the original nodes-we call these values the desired locations of the nodes-and sort them accordingly. Then, we try to disperse the PDs (necessary to achieve the layer width ω ) into this list such that desired locations numerically coincide with their final positions in the list (including the PDs) as good as possible. We do so heuristically by iteratively putting the PDs between two adjacent desired location values
Local Optima via 2-Opt and Sifting
Consider an initial node order per level, either by random assignment or by applying the above barycenter or median heuristic. We can apply local optimization strategies to further improve the solution. Herein, we describe two implementation-wise simple, yet promising approaches, which are known from various different optimization problems, including MLCM.
The first approach is a 2-Opt strategy, i.e., we iteratively pick all possible pairs of nodes v 1 , v 2 on a common layer, where at least one node is not a PD. We then exchange their positions and reevaluate the overall verticality. Clearly, we are only interested in the change of the solution value, and therefore it suffices to compute ∆d :
, where E 1 , E 2 are the edges having v 1 , v 2 as one of their end points, respectively. We finally apply this modification only if ∆d is positive. The process stops when no more improving node pair can be found.
Similarly, we can devise a sifting strategy. We pick any two nodes v 1 , v 2 (both may be PDs) on a common layer. Let V v1,v2 be the nodes between these, w.r.t. the current node order on this level. We then shift all nodes {v 1 } ∪ V v1,v2 by one position towards the old position of v 2 , and move v 2 to the former position of v 1 . To decide whether this is an improvement, we have to evaluate the nonverticalities of the edges incident to {v 1 , v 2 } ∪ V v1,v2 . Again, we only perform improving steps and the process stops when no more such step is possible.
SDP
Herein, we only very briefly outline an exact approach for MLVO based on semidefinite programming (SDP). We refer to [4] for the companion paper that deals almost exclusively with ILP, QP, and SDP aspects of the problem. (For the reviewer's convenience, Appendix A.2 gives a more detailed overview on our SDP.) At the core of our approach, we use variables y uv ∈ {−1, 1}, for any pair of nodes on a common layer, to specify a linear order of the nodes per layer; the variable is 1 if u lies left of v, and −1 otherwise. It turns out that SDP approaches are particularly able to solve ordering problems (via the help of several constraint classes which would be beyond the scope of this paper) and allow the direct inclusion of our objective function: Coarsely speaking, we can measure the verticality of an edge (u, v) by counting the nodes which, according to the linear order, lie left of u and v, respectively, and take the square of the countings' difference.
In our experiments, we will alternatingly compute the relaxation of this SDP (i.e., we replace the variable domains by reals −1 ≤ y uv ≤ 1) to obtain a lower bound; based on this solution, we apply a hyperplane rounding strategy to obtain feasible solutions, i.e., upper bounds. We iterate this process until the gaps coincide (after rounding the lower bound to the next integer above), or an iteration limit is reached.
MLVO after MLCM (MLVAC).
Our MLVO SDP cannot only be used directly after the Sugiyama's first stage, but we can also apply it after a second stage crossing minimization, i.e., after solving an MLCM problem. By fixing the order of the original nodes (non-PDs), the SDP becomes an exact quadratic compactor for Sugiyama's third stage. Such a fixing can be achieved either by dropping the fixed variables altogether and corresponding modifications to the constraint matrix, or by introducing equality constraints on the respective variables. In our experiments, we used the latter approach due to code simplicity. Implementing the reduction strategy would assumingly lead to further improved running times.
Let p : V → {0, 1, . . . , ω} be the relative position function, where p(u) = 0 means that the relative position of node u is not fixed. We ask for the following constraint to hold for two nodes u<v ∈ V m with p(u) > 0, p(v) > 0
We can further strengthen the semidefinite relaxation by adding ζ − 1 linearquadratic constraints that we get from multiplying (1) with an arbitrary ordering variable y st , s<t ∈ V n . We also have to adapt the SDP heuristic. We fix the ordering of the "real" nodes and LEDs before hyperplane rounding and then only allow to flip signs of variables involving PDs.
Computational Experience
We compare the relative benefits of the different drawing schemes and solution methods discussed above and showcase their visual results. Therefore we apply the exact SDP approach and the heuristics proposed in the previous section to solve MLVO on a variety of test sets. The aim is to investigate their general applicability, not so much an in-depth analysis and merit evaluation, which would be beyond the scope of this paper. All computations were conducted on an Intel Xeon E5160 (Dual-Core) with 24 GB RAM, running Debian 5.0 in 32bit mode. The SDP algorithm runs on top of MatLab 7.7, whereas the heuristics are implemented in C++. The SDP approach leaves some room for further incremental improvement as we restrict the number of iterations to control the overall computational effort. For the heuristic, we give the total running time and best found solution, considering 500 independent runs. We observe that while (for larger graphs) this is beneficial to fewer runs, there are nearly no more improvements in the solution quality when further increasing this number. All graphs considered in this section (including their optimal solutions, where available), as well as an implementation of the non-planar drawing style, are online at http://www.ae.uni-jena.de/Research_Pubs/MLVO.html. Table 1 . Instance properties (wide alignment scheme). Cube4 corresponds to a 4-dimensional cube. p gives the number of levels, ω ( ) denotes the width of the levels, ζ gives the dimension of the SDP cost matrix.
First we consider input graphs from three different sources, which are often considered in related experimental investigations, e.g., [16, 14, 10, 5] . Table 1 gives the instances' central properties: Polyt. are graphs modeling the incidence relation between faces (corner, edge, 2D-face,...) of a polytope. Gr.viz. are the largest graphs in the Graphviz gallery [13], a set of diverse real-world graphs from different applications. Other collects further graphs, as the worldcup instances [1] (historic results up until 1986 and 2002), and the social networks MS88 [18] and SM96 [22] (used in multiple prior MLCM publications).
We conducted the MLVO experiments for proper and non-proper graphs, always using the wide alignment scheme. Table 2 gives an overview of our results. We observe that the SDP relaxation is tight enough to give surprisingly small gaps for all the instances. For the heuristics we observe that the pure median and barycenter heuristic behave very similar but only give weak results. The local search routines are still fast and offer vastly superior solutions. Interestingly, due to the multiple runs performed for each instance, it turns out that it is usually most beneficial to start with a random initial order, than one based on the median or barycenter heuristic; this avoids to repetitively find the same weak local optima. Generally, 2-opt gives slightly weaker results than sifting or both (i.e., using both methods alternatingly). The latter two variants are virtually indistinguishable w.r.t. solution quality, but both (which starts with 2-opt) is usually faster. Comparing the upper bounds obtained by the SDP (based on hyperplane rounding of the SDP relaxation) to our special purpose local search heuristics, there is no clear winner. We conclude that simply using both-as they run fast anyhow-may be the best alternative.
Dropping the LEDs and solving the non-proper MLVO based on SDPs of smaller dimension, allows us to go well beyond the graph sizes to which exact approaches to MLCM (which cannot be directly applied to the non-proper setting) are restricted. The general behavior of the heuristic approaches is similar (although faster, of course) to the observations noted above. Table 2 . Different approaches for proper and non-proper MLVO with wide alignment scheme. The time is suitably given either in seconds or as hh:mm:ss. d * = X + Y gives the final lower bound X and upper bound X + Y of the verticality. The heuristic uses a random initial order and both local optimization schemes (starting with 2-opt) alternatingly. We give the best results after 50 and 500 independent runs; the time is specified as the total for 500 independent runs.
SDP
Motivated by these results, we now investigate our algorithms on two wellknown larger benchmark sets, which were also considered in the context of (exact) multi-level crossing minimization [5] . The Rome graphs [7] contain 11,528 instances with 10-100 vertices and, although originally undirected, can be unambiguously interpreted as directed acyclic graphs, as proposed in [8] . The North DAGs [6] contain 1,158 DAGs, with 10-99 arcs. Consistent with [5] , we consider two different ways of layering the graphs of both benchmark sets: the optimal LP-based algorithm by [11] and the layering resulting from compacting an upward planarization [3] . Both yield similar results in terms of MLVO running time and solvability. Our main finding is that the overall observation w.r.t. the heuristic variants hold. Yet, as the layerings introduce many more LEDs than the graphs considered before, the advantage of not requiring LEDs becomes even more pronounced: considering the largest graphs of the North DAGs (Rome graphs) with originally more than 90 edges (nodes), a single run of the heuristic requires only 6ms (2ms) on average, whereas the proper graphs require 1.8sec (0.8sec, resp.). Similarly, the SDP approach is applicable to all Rome and nearly all North graphs (98%) in the non-proper setting, as the approach works well up to ζ ≈ 5000. It yields average gaps ranging from 5% to 80% with growing Fig. 3 . Instance profile drawn as a proper level graph (SDP upper bounds, not necessarily optimal). The top drawing optimizes the verticality (MLVO), whereas the bottom drawing optimizes the number of crossings (in fact, the latter solves MLVAC, i.e., it optimizes verticality within a crossing optimal solution).
instance size. For small instances with up to 30 nodes (Rome graphs) or 60 edges (North DAGs) there is a chance ranging from 70% to 25% to solve instances to optimality. Using the proper drawing scheme, the SDP approach is applicable to 80% of the graphs with originally up to 60 nodes (Rome graphs) or 40 edges (North DAGs) and yields average gaps ranging from 10% to 80%.
Finally we compare the SDP approach for MLCM to its closest relative in the MLVO setting: proper MLVO with narrow alignment scheme; cf. Table 3 . We observe that MLVO is harder than MLCM from an optimization point of view: in general, the MLVO-SDP requires more computation time and cannot close the optimality gap as often. Additionally we apply the SDP to MLVAC (MLVO after MLCM), i.e., proper MLVO with wide alignment scheme and fixed crossing minimal orderings for the non-PDs. MLVAC also yields surprisingly small gaps, but is essentially harder to solve than the other two problem types as using the wide alignment scheme increases the SDP's dimension. Comparing the results for MLVAC with the ones for proper MLVO from Table 2 shows that the optimal solutions of MLCM and MLVO are closely related but always different.
We conclude with Figure 2 , showcasing the non-proper drawing style, and Figure 3 which visually compares MLVO to MLVAC within the proper drawing style, showcasing the potential merit of verticality optimization over focusing on the crossing number. Table 3 . Comparing Proper MLVO with narrow alignment scheme with MLCM, and combining them to MLVAC. The columns z * and d * give the optimal solutions (or final bounds) of MLCM and MLVO, respectively. The columns z, d give the crossing number and non-verticality of the found solution. d * (z * ) gives bounds on the optimal non-verticality with assured minimal crossing number. The time is suitably given either in seconds or as hh:mm:ss.
Extensions

Edge-weights and drawing areas
In all the above approaches, including the SDP, it is straight forward to allow edge-weights. These can be used to model edges which are more important to be drawn relatively vertical than others, or to penalize non-verticalities for long edges more than for short ones (or vice versa) in the non-proper drawing scheme.
In practice, it can be interesting to consider other outer shape drawings than the rectangular array dominated by the width of the largest layer. Clearly, it is trivial to allow wider drawings, potentially resulting in less overall non-verticality by adding more PDs to the layers. Similarly, we can approximate any convex shape (e.g., a circlic disc) by adding fewer or more PDs to the layers and shifting the first x-coordinate per layer via an offset, as suitable. We can model more general drawing shapes, including holes, by occupying any forbidden position p with a fixed-position PD u (yet note that edges may still be routed close to these positions) by asking v∈V (u) v =u
.
Thereby (and also in the following) we use the function g (u) := (ω−|V (u) |) mod 2 to distinguish even and odd cases.
Monotonicity
In the non-proper drawing style we already observed that all edges are drawn (β-)monotonously along the x-coordinate, but this is not necessarily the case for proper drawings. While such a requirement is complicated to efficiently implement within our heuristic schemes, it is simple to include in the SDP approach. Conceptually, we require that, for all pairs of consecutive edge segments, their horizontal differences ∆ i , ∆ i+1 do not have different signs, i.e., ∆ i · ∆ i+1 ≥ 0. More formally, let e = (u, v) ∈ E be any original edge in the non-proper level graph G spanning k levels with the corresponding edge chain along the nodes u = u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k = v in G . Monotonicity of the edge is equivalent with feasibility of the following system of inequalities
Substituing the x-terms therein via
yields feasible constraints on Z. We can further strengthen the semidefinite relaxation by additionally generating the analogous constraints for nodes on nonadjacent layers:
. . , k}.
Node sizes
In many real-world scenarios, it can be interesting to consider nodes of varying size. Before, any node required exactly one grid point; generally, we may introduce nodes requiring d x × d y grid points. A horizontal stretch is easy to incorporate: when considering the absolute grid position of a node we not only compute the number of nodes to its left, but the sum of their horizontal stretches.
To incorporate vertical stretches, we copy the node on all its respective levels and connect them from level to level with dummy edges. Now, we only generate solutions where these dummy edges are strictly vertical and not crossed, both of which can be achieved in the SDP straight-forwardly: For the former, we simply add corresponding equalities. For the latter, let u be a node vertically stretched between layers 0 and 1 , x(u) its x-coordinate, and (w 0 , w 1 ) any other edge with 0 < (w 1 ) ≤ 1 (i.e., a potentially crossing edge). We require
Conclusions and Further Thoughts
We suggested the concept of verticality as a novel explicit optimization goal. We showed first approaches to tackle the problem in practice and derived a new drawing style based on this concept; the latter allows to meaningfully abondon the graph-enlarging edge subdivision intrinsic to the traditional Sugiyama scheme. Our concept offers interesting further topics for research: -In our test set, verticality-wise optimal drawings are typically very good w.r.t. the crossing number, and vice versa. Yet, it is an open (graph theoretic) question, how much these two measures can deviate in their respectively optimal drawings. In other words, how bad (in terms of crossing number) can a verticality-wise optimal drawing become, and vice versa? -It seems worthwhile to investigate further, more involved, algorithms that close the gap between our simple heuristics and the computationally expensive SDP approach. Can, e.g., sifting-based algorithms like [2] be adopted to efficiently work for verticality optimization? Quite generally, MLVO seems to be an interesting playground to study how to adopt the extended research on MLCM algorithms to a new but related field. -Intentionally, this article leaves one central question unanswered: Is a verticalityoptimal drawing "better" in terms of perception than a crossing minimum drawing. Answering this question goes well beyond the scope of this paper: on the one hand it would require a well-constructed user study. On the other hand, such a study is not yet feasible: As noted above, we are still missing algorithms to obtain practically near-optimal solutions for graphs too large for our SDP. Only then, we can compare such results to (near-)optimal MLCM solutions in a meaningful way.
A APPENDIX
A.1 Proof of NP-completeness
Consider the decision variant of MLVO, i.e., given some value M we ask whether there exist node orderings such that the obtained non-verticality is at most M .
Theorem 1
The decision variant of MLVO is NP-complete, already when considering only two levels.
Proof. We reduce from the NP-complete Partition problem, i.e., given a set of n numbers a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ N with 1≤i≤n a i = 2B, does there exist a partition of these numbers such that the sum in both subsets is exactly B? Consider the following MLVO instance with two levels, arising from some Partition instance. For each a i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we introduce a i many vertices U i = {v i,1 , . . . , v i,ai } to V 1 , a i many vertices U i = {v i,1 , . . . , v i,ai } to V 2 , and connect every vertex of U i with every vertex U i . Finally, we add two additional vertices t ∈ V 1 and t ∈ V 2 , and connect all vertices of V 2 with t. We now have 2B + 1 vertices on each level.
An MLVO solution would clearly be optimal if it achieves the following two properties:
1. The node t is on position B + 1, independent of the ordering of the vertices in V 2 : since the width of both levels is equal and odd and t is adjacent to all vertices in V 2 , any other position would result in strictly larger nonverticalities. 2. Consider the nodes U i , U i corresponding to some number a i . Their optimal arrangement is to tightly pack all vertices of U i (U i , respectively) horizontally, with U i being vertically exactly below U i . Any other arrangement would result in strictly larger non-verticalities. Now, we define M as the non-verticality caused by a solution satisfying both properties.
2 If a solution with non-verticality M is achievable, then the node t partitions the numbers of the Partition instance into two groups with equal sum B: for any a i , all its nodes are either left or right of t (as they are tightly packed), and there are exactly B vertices to the left and to the right of t. Vice versa, if the Partition instance is satisfiable, then an MLVO solution with non-verticality M exists.
A.2 An overview on the SDP approach
We sketch an exact method for (non-)proper MLVO 3 by analyzing matrix liftings of ordering problems. Let us introduce bivalent linear ordering variables assuming some fixed total order< of the nodes (e.g., based on their indices) y uv ∈ {−1, 1}, ∀u, v ∈ V i , 1 ≤ i ≤ p, u<v.
The variables shall be 1 if u is left of v and −1 otherwise. For notational simplicity, we also use the shorthand y vu := 1 − y uv for u<v. It is well-known that feasible orderings can be described via 3-cycle inequalities −1 ≤ y uv + y vw − y uw ≤ 1, ∀u, v, w ∈ V i , 1 ≤ i ≤ p, u<v<w.
Taking the vector y collecting the y uv , we can define the multi-level quadratic ordering (MQO) polytope 
where ζ := dim(Z) = 1+ We can assign a semidefinite cost matrix C to give d(E) for any given feasible ordering y and can compute MLVO by solving d * = min { C, Z : Z ∈ I M QO }, where I M QO := { Z : Z partitioned as in (3), satisfies (4), Z ∈ E, y ∈ {−1, 1} }.
By dropping the integrality of y, we get a basic semidefinite relaxation for MLVO that can be tightened in multiple ways, e.g. via metric-and Lovász-Schreiver cuts. See [4] for details.
To make the SDP computationally tractable, we only maintain the constraints Z 0 and diag(Z) = e explicitely, and deal with the other constraints via Lagrangian duality using subgradient optimization techniques (in particular, the bundle method [15, 9] ). We obtain upper bounds via the hyperplane rounding method [12] , supplemented by a repair strategy. Again, we refer to [4] for details. Therein, it is also shown that this approach clearly dominates-both theoretically and practically-other approaches based on linear or quadratic programs.
